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Contradictions In The Brain
(Or: Psychological Inertia And Paths Of Least Resistance)
I’m afraid of spiders. Always have been, always will be. Always check hotel all the nooks and
crannies in hotel rooms before I turn out the light looking for lurking eight-legged beasts. Always
leave my shoes off the ground. Call it a ritual. A few weeks ago I found myself in a hotel room in
rural India. We arrived late and had to get up early the following morning, so everything was a bit
of a rush. Quick search, shoes on the chair, a quick wash, brush teeth and then jumped into bed.
Bang, straight to sleep. The following morning when the alarm went off I was still deep asleep. The
alarm must’ve sounded for a long time before I heard it because the person in the next room was
banging on the wall. Maybe it was that that woke me. Whatever it was, I was now in a rush. I
shaved while packing things into my bag, I brushed my teeth while trying to put my socks on.
Finally, bag packed, I took my shoes off the chair and started to put my feet into them. Left. Right.
Then, it happened. A sudden sharp pain in my left toe. Some kind of bite. Bags, everything fell to
the floor as I raced to get the shoe off. Oh my god, oh my god, I knew what it was. In the panic, I
fell over. Now I’m laying by the side of the bed with my legs in the air, desperately reaching for the
left shoe, extracting my foot from it, then peering at arms length at my foot. Then inside the shoe.
And then, there it was…

So, what was it?
Chances are you think it’s a spider in the shoe. You are going to make this connection
because it is the way your brain is wired. Brain’s make predictions. They remember
patterns so that at any moment in time, like when someone is telling you a dumb story
such as this one, your brain is trying to relate what is being experienced to some kind of
pre-existing pattern. It then looks for deviations from that pattern.
Because I planted the fear of spiders idea in your mind, that is what you expect to hear me
tell you was the source of the painful bite. You have anticipated that it will be a spider,
because you have heard this type of plot a thousand times before. If I chose to continue
the story and indeed revealed that, yes, it was a spider, you would not be surprised.
Rather the story would re-enforce the already planted (and probably already quite clichéd)
plot-line.
On the other hand, if I continued the story and revealed that the painful ‘bite’ was caused
by the cap of a toothpaste tube, this is far more likely to make you sit up and take notice.
You take notice because that answer is not what you expected. You would have a
surprised reaction because what has now happened is that the prediction your brain made
proved to be wrong.
The brain pays particular attention to predictions that go wrong. This happens for all sorts
of reasons to do with survival. Brain’s make predictions in the first place so that they can
prepare for an event that hasn’t yet happened. If our predictions prove to be wrong (if we
predict that a barking dog on the path in front of us is safe to approach for example) then
there is a possibility we are going to be hurt. If as a child we were fond of petting dogs,
then the plot-line we stored was ‘dogs are nice and like to be petted’. But the first time we
got bitten by a dog, the stored plot-line was not the one that happened; we made a
prediction that turned out to be wrong. The brain stores these exceptions (Reference 1),
so that the next time we approach a barking dog, we know that according to our stored
plot, it is likely to be okay to pet the dog, but that there has been a time when the dog bit
us. The exception we stored has thus made us wary and raised an important alert: we
think we know what is going to happen, but best be careful just in case.
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If we get bitten a second time, and a third, and so on, then eventually, our brain will
convert the standard plot from ‘dogs are nice and like to be petted’ to one of ‘barking dogs
bite; best stay away’.
So what has this got to do with Systematic Innovation and problem solving?
Well, the first thing is that these exceptions that our brain records are very strongly linked
to contradictions. Whenever our brain makes a prediction that one thing is going to
happen, only to then discover that something else happens instead, that it a very definite
contradiction – Figure 1.
actual
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Figure 1: The Brain Predicts What Will Happen; If The Prediction Is Wrong A Contradiction Occurs

When something happens that doesn’t fit our predicted plots, in addition to recording the
deviation, the next thing our brain does is to try and re-frame what has been recorded in
order to resolve the contradiction.
Most often we seek to resolve the contradiction by trying to find an explanation for the
exception that just happened. Like for example, ‘that particular dog bit me because it was
backed into a corner and frightened’.
When we have this kind of explanation, we can generate a revised script for future
reference. Next time we see a barking dog ahead of us, the new script now tells us to
check whether the dog is backed into a corner and/or appears frightened. If yes, then the
script prediction tells us to avoid the dog. If no, then our script predicts that it will be safe to
pet the dog.
What is happening here is that we, first, remember the exceptions (contradictions), then,
second, try to resolve and explain them. We use the exceptions to make hypotheses and
therefore build new scripts. The more these scripts become validated by experience the
stronger our confidence in the predictions that our brain will make.
This is a form of psychological inertia. Actually quite an insidious form. That is because, in
trying to resolve the contradiction caused by the failed prediction, we tend to take the path
of least resistance. In other words our brain hunts for the most direct and obvious
connection. Because the brain is designed as a connector (Reference 2), almost inevitably
some kind of connection will be made. Especially if we had an idea recently planted into
our memory as happened in the spider story at the start of this article. This connection
forming capability is in fact the basis of word association tests in psychiatry – where, in
theory, the first connections we make when a psychiatrist suggests words to us are
supposed to reveal something about what ourselves.
If we really can’t make a connection it can feel quite disturbing. Another ‘path of least
resistance’ way of removing this unpleasant feeling is to place the contradiction in a
subconscious file marked ‘doesn’t fit, ignore until a future reminder occurs’.
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Alternatively, if someone forces us to make ‘some kind’ of connection, the next strategy
our brain will utilize is analogy. When we don’t have a particular script already existing for
something, we are pretty good at finding the next best thing. To do this we make
analogies. For example, I’ve never been sky-diving so I have no idea what it would be like.
As soon as someone mentions the prospect of sky-diving to me, I am immediately
reminded of the time I jumped off the roof of our garage when I was a boy, and how much
it hurt when I landed. My brain has thus made an analogy to the closest thing it can find –
in other words I already have a ‘falling from heights hurts’ script stored. All I needed to do
to connect to this script was to make the connection between jumping from a plane at
3000ft and a garage at 10ft. Rightly or wrongly, because of my garage roof experience, my
script tells me that sky-diving is going to hurt and therefore best not to do it.
When I tell my girlfriend about sky-diving, she also has never done it. She too has no skydiving script. So, her brain too has to make some kind of connection to a similar script. In
her case, she remembered being outdoors when she was a small child in a really strong
wind. She remembers holding her arms out wide and leaning forward into the wind, and
how the wind was so strong it held her up, stronger than she had ever imagined and how
thinking about how the wind could be so strong it could make a person feel like they were
flying made her laugh. Thanks to the connection she made, she is far more likely to think
of sky-diving as a potentially positive experience than I am.
Both of us have, however, taken exactly the ‘path of least resistance’ route that the
psychological inertia phenomenon indicated we would. If I allow myself to accept this skydiving = painful landing = don’t do it connection to prevail, I will never attempt to go skydiving.
This situation will only reverse if I deliberately set out to do something about it. This trivial
example turns out to be a really important thought in the context of creative problem
solving. The conclusion of that thought is this. Unless I force my brain to jump away from
the path of least resistance, I will never go sky-diving. Transferred to the solving of a
difficult problem, if my path of least resistance connects the problem to a weak solution
then I will never generate a breakthrough solution.
Psychologists often refer to this path of least resistance problem solving as ‘satisficing’
(Reference 3). If the connection we make between problem and solution is good enough
to convince us that the contradiction is resolved our brain will tell us to stop thinking. If we
can’t obtain a satisfactory connection, our desire for least resistance will lead us to place
the unsolved problem in the aforementioned ‘ignore until it happens again’ category. Either
way, we have no breakthrough solution.
The point of this article, then, is to show how unnatural it is for the brain to make creative
leaps. Everything it has been designed to do – predict what will happen next (in the next
fraction of a second that is), fit things into known categories, etc – is precisely what we
don’t want if our aim is to create a breakthrough.
There are a number of strategies we can utilize to help us to overcome the problem. To a
large extent these strategies centre around what Edward DeBono calls ‘provocations’.
Here we need to jump our brain to a deliberately non-obvious place.
Thus, to take a the earlier sky-diving example, I need to force myself away from my
natural, path-of-least-resistance negative connection towards one that forces me to think
about all the really positive things that sky-diving might offer.
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In a creative problem solving situation, the equivalent would be to jump myself to a
similarly non-obvious start point. The less obvious the start point the better.
Providing I can do these things (and the path of least resistance tells me it won’t be easy)
then I the extraordinary connecting capability of the brain starts to work for me instead of
against. At that point we have an outside chance of being successful.
Putting It All Together
What ought we to take away from this discussion?
Well, on the positive side, the brain is already conditioned to notice things that don’t fit into
the usual scripts. When our predictions turn out not to fit what happens we have potentially
found ourselves a great opportunity.
Unfortunately, once this kind of failed prediction occurs, we are far more likely to take a
path of least resistance route to resolve the situation. We do this by either filing the failed
expectation in a ‘ignore’ category, or by allowing ourselves to be satisfied by the first, most
obvious ‘satisficing’ connection. This is definitely the negative side of the story.
Alas because our resolutions tend to be ‘path of least resistance’ ones, and because so
much of our education has conditioned us to thinking about trade-offs and compromises
and ‘optimization’ we tend not to have existing scripts that say ‘let’s see if we can actually
solve this contradiction in a better way’.
As we’ve discussed before, there is a Magic 3 in Systematic Innovation – 3 of our own
breakthrough successes writes the script ‘contradictions can be solved, and I can do it’.
The key point in that least sentence is ‘our own’.
Frankly speaking it doesn’t work when we satisfy ourselves with reading other people’s
solved contradictions. Why can’t I just read a bunch of other people’s case studies and
learn the Magic 3 that way you might be saying to yourself (that’s what the path of least
resistance is telling you to believe)? Well, sometimes it can sort of work, especially if you
read how much money someone saved or generated. But far, far more likely is that we will
file these other-people success stories into the file marked ‘unexplained mystery’ or ‘that
was obvious, why did they need a process for that?’ (and the more we allow ourselves to
do this, the more engrained becomes the script – making it more difficult for us to think of
things any other way). The answer is, until we do it ourselves, according to the path of
least resistance, we don’t re-write any of our already existing scripts and therefore we
don’t really learn anything at all.
References
1) Schank, R.C., ‘Dynamic Memory Revisited’, Cambridge University Press, 1999.
2) DeBono, E., ‘The Mechanism Of Mind’, Penguin Books, 1971.
3) Simon, H., ‘Administrative Behavior’, The Free Press, New York, 3rd Edition, 1976.
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Some People Are More Creative Than Others
(More On Spiral Dynamics And TRIZ)
Those readers that have ever taught others some of the tools and techniques of TRIZ may
occasionally have observed the presence of someone in the session who somehow ‘gets
it’ far more or far faster than others. Or rather, there is someone who somehow seems to
generate an awful lot more creative ideas than the others around them. It is tempting to
call these people ‘natural TRIZ thinkers’, although it is not always clear whether TRIZ has
in itself had any significant effect on the apparent level of creativity of these people.
In trying to understand why this phenomenon occurs and how we might be able to
understand who these people are and why they are able to do what they do, regular
readers will know that we have an active programme of research in and around the
domain of Spiral Dynamics. In many ways, we believe the pioneering psychology research
of Clare Graves is as significant as the work done to study patents and inventive problem
solving done by Genrich Altshuller. Certainly both men took as their starting point a high
level ambition to try and understand the way the world works. Both too understood that
solid understanding comes from a life-long programme of study and analysis.
Here is a passage from a transcript of one of Graves seminars (published in Reference 1):
“I conducted a series of studies for about three to four years in which I took a close look at
the [different thinking styles] in terms of their problem solving behaviour. The students
were presented with some open-ended problems. I observed how they organized to solve
these open-ended problems. There were many answers to these problems and every
answer is not the same. I had the opportunity to count how many solutions each system
arrived at; what was the average time it took the group to arrive at an answer/solution;
what was the quality of the solution; how did they organize to come by the solutions? The
thing that hit me, that stopped me cold for a while because I just didn’t know what to do
with it, was this: The [seventh level, Yellow, thinking types] found more solutions than all
the others put together. The average period of time to arrive at a solution was much
shorter than the other groups. The quality of the solutions arrived at was better than the
other groups. This system was very, very different – incredibly different.”
Figure 1 presents the relative performance of each of the different thinking systems as
interpreted from Graves’ seminar data:
relative quantity,
speed and quality
of ideas generated
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Survival Tribal
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nitarian

Figure 1: Performance Of Different Spiral Dynamic Levels In Creative Problem Solving Tasks
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Alas during his life, Graves never fully explained why it was that the seventh level
‘Holarchy’ thinking style performs so well. What he did discover, however, was that the
massively better performance had nothing to do with intelligence. Nor did it seem to
correlate with any other factors (authoritarianism, dogmatism, pessimism, optimism,
introvert, extrovert, etc) that could be tracked by studying school records of the people
taking the tests. The lack of correlation with intelligence was what appears to be the most
surprising of results. It certainly doesn’t seem to fit with a common sense view of what
makes one person ‘more creative’ than another.
One of our jobs when we observe a result like this is to try and explain how it might come
about. Clearly this non-instinctive finding was also one that puzzled Graves.
Going through his legacy of published materials, it is possible to observe the seeds of
several causal links. We will have a look at some of them here in order to see if they can
help point us towards a higher level explanation of the finding:
1) Express-Deny Cycles
One of the first observations that can be made from the Figure 1 data is that the
odd numbered thinking styles tended to achieve better performance than the even
numbered styles. As illustrated in Figure 2, the significance of these odd and even
numbers is that each represents a particular bias, one towards a so-called ‘express-self’
emphasis on the individual and then the other towards a ‘deny-self’ (or ‘sacrifice’)
emphasis on the collective. As shown in Figure 1, the express-self thinking styles
consistently generated more, faster and better ideas.

8. Holistic
6. Communitarian
4. Order
2. Tribal

Deny Self

Express Self
Social Focus

1. Survival
3. Feudal
5. Scientific
7. Holarchy

Figure 2: Alternating Deny-Self and Express-Self Thinking Style Evolution

Express-self character types have an intention to stand out from everyone else, whereas
the deny-self characters are more inclined to do the opposite. Of particular interest – since
such large proportions of the population live at these levels – are the adjacent Blue ‘Order’
level and Orange ‘Scientific’ levels. A characteristic of ‘Order’ thinking is fundamentalism
and ‘one right way’. Order thinkers are expected to fit into the ‘established’ way of thinking.
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If we look at the historical development of the different thinking styles, we can see that the
first appearance of the Level 5, ‘Scientific’ mode occurred during the Renaissance period
(Figure 3). Here was the time – thanks to pioneering ‘Scientific’ thinkers like DaVinci,
Galileo and Michelangelo – when the world switched from being flat to round and the
Earth started rotating around the sun. At the time, Galileo’s propositions were widely
suppressed and ridiculed by the (Blue-thinking) Church. In Blue thinking mode,
challenging authority and the official way of things was not the done thing. Since the
Renaissance, Orange has gradually become the more dominant thinking style.
Importantly, according to Graves, it is not the case that Level 4 thinkers have as many
ideas but then simply don’t express them, but rather that their thinking style stops them
from challenging given problems in the first place.
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Figure 3: First Appearance Of The Different Thinking Styles In History

2) Working With Contradictions
A second factor helping to explain the difference in creative capability of the
different thinking styles emerges from Graves’ original descriptors. The addition of colourbased titles in fact has only emerged in recent times. When Graves was teaching, he
either used the 1 through 7 number system or the (somewhat cumbersome) definitions
illustrated in Figure 4:
3

“express self impulsively at any cost”

4

“deny/sacrifice self now for reward later”

5

“express self for self-gain but calculatedly”

6

“deny/sacrifice now to get acceptance now”

7

“express self with concern for others, but not at the expense of others”

Figure 4: Graves’ Descriptions For The Different Thinking Styles

Given that the odd-numbered, express-self types were the ones most likely to perform well
in creative problem solving tasks, it is worth focusing on them in trying to explain number,
speed and quality of ideas generated in Graves’ creative problem solving experiments:
Level 3, Feudal thinkers are very ego-driven. Whatever they say they want, they expect to
get. They are in many ways the psychological equivalent of the bull in a china shop. They
tend not to be driven to generate lots of ideas since as soon as they obtain one idea they
are happy with, there is a strong drive to simply go ahead with that idea. As such, Feudal
thinkers are very definitely ‘satisficing’ thinkers (see previous article).
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At Level 5, although ego again plays a big part in thinking style, people have become
smart enough to realize that if they step all over everyone else like Level 3 egoists, they
tend not to be liked very much. So although Orange ‘Scientific’ thinking is very much about
trying to get ahead of everyone else, the thinker is smart enough not to push others so
hard that they reject him. Orange-level thinking may thus be seen as classic win-lose: an
Orange thinkers aim is to get away with as much as they can without upsetting others so
much that they walk away. As such it is classic win-lose thinking. It is also classically
‘optimization’ thinking; conflicts with others are recognized and acted upon in such a way
that the Orange thinker is doing all they can to shift the balance of power in their favour.
At Level 7, the dominant thinking style is ‘express self with concern for others, but not at
the expense of others’. Here the thinker recognizes that win-lose thinking is ultimately not
the best way to resolve any kind of problem setting. Yellow, ‘Holarchic’ thinking becomes a
game of empathizing with others, being willing to see situations from the perspective of
other people and to accommodate their position while still getting what you wanted. Level
7 thinking is in other words, the first time that win-win becomes the main driver. As with
Levels 3 and 5, Level 7 thinkers are trying to get what they want, but now they recognize
that they are more likely to get more if others win too. The recognition of this necessity that
everyone wins is central, we think, to the reason Level 7 thinkers generate more ideas
than all of the other thinking styles put together. In getting to ‘the right answer’, the fact
that they have to see problems from potentially so many different perspectives means they
are very likely to have had to generate more ideas. These ideas are likely to be viewed as
‘high quality’ by others (as they were by Graves and his research team) because the Level
7 has tried to take into account what a third party will think of the ideas. Not only do Level
7 thinkers need to be thinking about solving contradictions, but they also recognize the
importance of seeing problems from as many different angles as possible.
One of the easiest ways to recognize a Level 7 thinker in one of your workshops is not
only do they ‘get’ the Contradiction tool very quickly (they already have the concept
implanted in their way of doing things anyway, so now you’ve presented them with the
opportunity of adding a million other data points to their own), but in already being
equipped to see situations from multiple different perspectives, they also have their own
working version of something like the 9-Windows tool.

So What?
Well, hopefully, the preceding discussion is at least interesting. But how can we make
positive use of the knowledge? We leave you with a few final thoughts:
a) the more we know about the prevailing thinking style of the people in workshops
and in problem solving sessions, the more we are able to tailor the training, tools
and strategies to suit what they want and expect. We know, for example, that a
session full of Red thinkers will be very unlikely to be successful; that a Blue
dominated session will not generate many ideas, and even then we will have to
tread carefully any time we challenge the prevailing status quo; that an Orange
dominated session will work best if the ‘my idea is better than yours’ competitive
tendencies of individuals are utilized in the idea generation phases, followed by a
period of ‘feature transfer’ where the aim is to combine the best features of as many
ideas as possible; that a Green dominated session will also not generate too many
ideas provided we let the ‘everyone is equal’ political correctness to dominate the
proceedings (Green thinking is great in the final concensus-building stages, but
weak in the generating breakthrough ideas phase – example: a staunch
environmentalist green thinker is very unwilling to compromise on their
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environmental passions even when it is suggested that most customers are not
willing to compromise on things like cost. Suggesting that we need to give the
customers what they want and achieve an environmentally friendly solution is highly
likely to fall on deaf ears.) Finally, a Yellow-dominated session (if you can ever get
that many yellow thinkers together!) is likely to be a TRIZ-dream come true.
b) Different TRIZ/Systematic Innovation tools will work better or worse with different
thinking styles. There is a need to put yourself in the position of others in trying to
gauge which tools will work and which ones will not.
c) Leading on from b) – and here’s the really difficult one – the best workshop or
problem solving facilitators will be ones who’s thinking style is at Level 7. Now there
is a big ask. One, as it happens that needs to be made even bigger. As if this
wasn’t a difficult enough message, when empathizing with others in a session, we
also need Level 7 thinkers able to shift into the thinking styles of the other people
present in the session. How about that for a challenge?

Reference
1) Graves, C.W., ‘Levels Of Human Existence’, ECLET Publishing,
http://www.clarewgraves.com/store.html, Santa Barbara, 2004.
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Humour – Semi Automatic

According to the Decreasing Human Involvement Trend, all systems evolve to become
progressively more and more automated – ‘human’ evolves to ‘human plus tool’ evolves to
‘human plus powered tool’ and so on, with the poor old human gradually being displaced
from the system because the tool ends up being able to do the job better than even the
best human.
Every rule has its exception of course. And the staff of at least one British bank have
made a stand in favour of the human. Here’s the sign printed on their once automatic
door:

Note the cunning manual additions to the sign. What actually happens is that you
approach the door and nothing happens. You then grab the door and realise you need to
give it a good push to open it. Then, as soon as it starts to open, the door suddenly
becomes automatic and drags you in to the bank. Not quite what Altshuller had in mind
when formulating the Trend, but apparently very definitely worth considering if you’re ever
designing a product for the British banking sector.
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Patent of the Month
If you’ve ever spent time watching animated films like Shrek or Ice Age and finding
yourself speechless with admiration at the enormous amount of detail and realism, you
have New York University professor, Ken Perlin to thank.

Examples Of Perlin’s Digital Noise Algorithms Creating Static-but-Moving (left)
and Highly Detailed 3D Images (right)

You can read the story of how the effects are created (basically by introducing degrees of
noise into the algorithms) at his wonderful and absorbing website
(http://www.noisemachine.com/talk1/). What you will also find out there is that there was
no attempt to patent these ‘noisy algorithms’.
There is a mistake (commercially at least) that appears to have been rectified following the
granting earlier this month of Perlin’s latest thoughts. The Auto-Stereoscopic Display
patent granted on 3 July as US patent 7,239,293 describes:
An apparatus for displaying an image to an observer. The apparatus comprises a display screen
upon which stripes of the image appear in at least three distinct phases. The apparatus comprises
a light blocking shutter disposed in front of the display screen forming a stripe pattern which lets
through only 1/3 of each stripe of the image on the display screen during each of the at least three
distinct phases. The apparatus comprises a computer connected to the display screen and the
light blocking shutter which changes the phases so in each phase the stripe pattern is shifted
laterally, which renders 2 3D scenes corresponding to the eyes of the observer, which produces a
proper left/right orientation pattern for each of the three phases and which interleaves the left/right
orientations into three successive time phases as red, green and blue, respectively. The apparatus
comprises an eye tracker for identifying the locations of the observers' eyes and providing the
location to the computer.

In so many words, the solution concerns the transformation of flat screen images (e.g.
from a computer graphic) into true stereoscopic representations that therefore change
depending on the users viewing angle. Despite many prior attempts to solve this important
display problem, Perlin’s is the first that actually looks like it might be practical. Not ideal,
but definitely a distinct step forward.
The invention disclosure presents a pair of images that describe the basic problem that
the invention has now solved. That problem as shown in the two images occurs each time
the viewer changes their orientation relative to the screen being viewed. So, while it is
possible to generate a stereoscopic image quite easily if the viewer angle is kept fixed, as
soon as the viewer wishes to move, the system doesn’t work any more. It doesn’t work
because the relative distance between left and right image positions changes:
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Perlin and his team have solved the problem by…
an apparatus for displaying an image to an observer comprising: a display screen upon which
stripes of the image appear in at least three distinct phases; a light blocking shutter disposed in
front of the display screen forming a stripe pattern which lets through only 1/3 of each stripe of the
image on the display screen during each of the at least three distinct phases; a computer
connected to the display screen and the light blocking shutter which changes the phases so in
each phase the stripe pattern is shifted laterally, which renders 2 3D scenes corresponding to the
eyes of the observer for arbitrary observer position and orientation, which produces a proper
left/right orientation pattern for each of the three phases and which interleaves the left/right
orientations into three successive time phases as red, green and blue, respectively, and that
continually changes the width and positions of the stripes as the observer moves; and an eye
tracker for identifying the locations of the observers' eyes and providing the location to the
computer.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to adequately demonstrate the results of the invention in a
printed image or on a conventional screen (a bit like the problem of advertising the
advantages of high definition TV on conventional TVs) so we don’t actually know for sure
how effective the results are. What we do know is Perlin’s past pedigree, so we have
reason to be optimistic. What we also know is that the solution requires a device to track
the position of the viewer’s eyes (one of the reasons we know the solution is less than
ideal!).
Finally, we also know that the basic problem being solved in the invention involves a
contradiction. One that looks like this:

Encouragingly, the recommended Principles map extremely well to the proposed solution
– specifically in the use of Principles 15, 24 and 1. Coming soon (we hope) to a Pixar film
near you!
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Best of the Month – China’s Generation Y

Close observers of the research at Systematic Innovation will know we have been
spending a lot of time in the last couple of years trying to understand the unspoken voice
of the customer. A big part of this research has been about understanding consumer and
market trends, and specifically trying to get down to the DNA level. A big help in doing this
has been the Fourth Turning findings of US historians William Strauss and Neil Howe
(check out their article in the current issue of Harvard Business Review by the way). The
Fourth Turning is about repeating generational patterns, and the work has largely been
built based on analysis of historical phenomena in the US and the UK. One of our big
concerns has been whether the findings have any validity in other cultures. Of particular
concern are India and China. Both of these countries are important as one or both looks
set to be the next major global economic power.
Well, it looks like we have at least a partial answer to the China part of the question thanks
to our reading recommendation for this month. ‘China’s Generation Y: Understanding The
Future Leaders Of The World’s Next Superpower’ represents the findings of a series of
interviews and study of China’s latest generation of young adults. As if to re-enforce the
idea that the new Generation (‘Generation Y’) is radically different from the preceding X
and Boomer generations, it is well worth reporting the fact that the book’s author Michael
Stanat is currently 19 years old. As such he possesses all of the classic symptoms of
Western Generation Y ‘Hero’ generation membership – enormous ego, enormous energy
and enormous appetite for making a difference.

In many ways this is a book that could only have been written by a member of Stanat’s
Generation. It is a book about like talking to like. On the negative side, Stanat also shares
another characteristic common to his generation, that of opening mouth before fully
engaging brain. There is undoubtedly a lot of naivety on show, a lack of objectivity in the
questioning, and a frequent inability to rationalize and make connections to a bigger
picture containing other generations. That being said, the book is impossible to ignore for
anyone expecting to have to work with and sell to the new generation.
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From our perspective, one of the main reasons for reading the book is to verify the belief
that China’s Generation Y is easily as ‘Heroic’ as Strauss and Howe’s depiction of the US
Generation Y. The book conveys the real sense of hunger of the generation who will
become China’s business leaders in the next twenty years – no coincidentally, at or
around the time when China’s economy looks set to be the world’s biggest. Here is a
generation who studies hard, works hard and is looking hard at the material rewards of a
capitalist economy.
It could easily have been that China’s generational cycle was completely different to the
four phase cycle defined in the Fourth Turning (Hero begats Artist begats Prophet begats
Nomad). It was also equally likely that even if the four phases were present, that China
would be at a different phase in the cycle when compared to the US. Reading Stanat’s
interviews, however, seems to vividly confirm a belief that not only does the same fourpart
cycle pattern exist in China, but that it is also in phase with the West.
One book does not validate something as profound as the idea that large parts of the
world and so many profoundly different cultures are all following the beat of the same
drum, but in Stanat’s case it does present some compelling evidence. Perhaps what it
does most of all is make the case for ‘rhythmic entrainment’ – a concept we will be talking
more about in future months – the idea that even though things may start out being out of
synch with each other, along come major events that come to act as great attractors. In
the case of China’s Generation Y, the great attractor clearly appears to be the Internet.
Whether it’s an interest in rhythmic entrainment, a desire to observe the unparalleled
egocentricity of Generation Y, or simply to take a peak at the people who look set to
dominate the world of business in the next 20 years, then you need to have a serious look
at this book.
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Conference Report – TRIZCON 2007
This year’s premier US TRIZ event was held in Louisville, Kentucky on April 23-25. We
were present only for the first day of the conference – the day after giving one of only two
of the scheduled workshops that actually ended up taking place. As such, all the
indications were that this year’s event was not going to be vastly different to what has
been happening in previous years. In other words, fewer attendees, more no-show
presenters (of which we were guilty of being one!), and the distinct odour of an
organization caught in a worryingly downward spiral.

Proof That Darrell Actually Made It To At Least Some of the Conference
(courtesy of Altshuller Institute website)

Given that we couldn’t listen to any of the papers that were presented, we recommend that
readers visit Toru Nakagawa’s TRIZ Home Page for a first-hand account of who said what,
why and when.
In the meantime, we’ve now had a chance to review the papers featured in the
Conference Proceedings, and hence this somewhat different review of the conference.
The Proceedings, then, feature 22 papers. Already not a good sign for a supposedly
premier event. The diagnosis gets worse when we notice the usual heavy dominance of
papers given by consultants. All in all, there were not many more than a handful of case
study papers, and still less than ten if you also include the case studies given by
consultants on behalf of their clients. One of the reasons we chose not to stay for the
whole event was that of the 22 papers, we’d already had visibility of a third because they
were people we work with. It thus goes without saying that the papers presented by
MindTree, Paul Filmore, Ellen Domb, Navneet Bhushan, Toru Nakagawa, Jack Hipple and
yours truly are worth a look. Particularly the cluster of MindTree papers, each of which
demonstrates real people doing real things with TRIZ.
One of our resolutions this year has been to take a more positive outlook on things. To
that end, rather than groaning and moaning about how bad some of the other papers
were, it seems better for us to focus on the question of what was good, and whether it is
worth readers of this publication acquiring a copy of the proceedings.
So, what was good?
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Well, for a start, the telecom systems integration industry case study from Altran in Spain
gets things off to a solid start. Or are we just saying that because they reference our
materials all through the paper? Hmm. Well, no doubt the paper represents a good build
on our Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis tool. Also it shows a good analysis and resolution
of a business contradiction and the subsequent high-level influence this had on the design
of not just the client’s solution, but also a more general application to any kind of process
optimization task. Definitely worth a read, but (there had to be one, right?) be aware that
what is primarily being talked about is optimization rather than breakthrough innovation.
Nothing wrong with this of course. Especially when things are written up as clearly as the
authors have done.
The patent evaluation process paper presented by representatives from the Taiwan
Textile Research Institute, is also worth a read. While coming across as a slightly
scattergun approach to using the TRIZ tools (actually it is not clear from reading the paper
precisely how TRIZ helped at all in the case study), there are one or two useful points.
Providing you don’t guess the answer the moment you read the problem in the paper’s
introduction, the LS-Cable paper is also worth a quick glance. Another scattergun
approach to using the tools (almost as if the authors are trying to demonstrate more that
they know all the tools rather than which ones actually might help solve the problem), but
actually a decent enough use of S-Fields. Again, there is a nagging doubt that TRIZ was
actually used at all during the process of developing the eventual solutions.
‘Creative Risk Management Based On Reverse Thinking (CRMBRT)’ was the topic of the
SANNO Institute in Japan. I’m supposed to be saying only positive things, right? In which
case, they win the prize for the greatest number of acronyms per page. Other than that,
probably best move swiftly on to…
The ENSIACET (Toulouse, France) paper on TRIZ and Case-Based Reasoning. Err.
Think positive, think positive. Well, at least it says nothing in a concise manner. Quick,
move on. To…
The contradiction and trend case study from PRIMA and Microbonds on IC package wire
bonding is actually pretty good. Some fairly obvious trend jumps, but a great illustration of
the financial and other benefits those jumps presented to the company.
From good to semi-great; as ever the Boris Zlotin and Alla Zusman paper is well worth the
price of entry. You might not agree with everything they say (in this case, I disagree with
about half), but you have to say they make you think. In a positive and constructive way.
Next up the maturity analysis on tailor blank welded technology from Mexico. Here is an
interesting analysis of 400 patents, amply demonstrating the correct and erroneous parts
of Altshuller’s technical maturity model. I’m not sure why people still think Altshuller’s
curves for profitability or level of invention versus maturity represent some kind of gospel,
but if you are one of those people, then here is another paper demonstrating why they are
not.
And there you have it. Everything else is either poor, nonsense, a sales pitch, or a
combination of all three. Should you buy a copy of the Proceedings? A difficult one.
Without wishing to suggest anything that smacks of copyright infringement, we
recommend you perhaps have a look at someone else’s CD before you decide.
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Investments – Infra-Red De-Burring
No matter how good the process, injection moulded plastic components will all typically
require some kind of post-mould de-burring operation. Typically such burrs are removed
wither mechanically with a knife or are burned off using a gas flame. According to the
TRIZ trend, a better solution to the problem is likely to come through a switch to some kind
of field-based solution. Together with a customer, German company, Heraeus Noblelight,
has developed a solution that uses infrared heaters for this task. The emitters transfer
heat in a contact-free manner and melt the burrs away without causing any damage to the
component itself. As a result production reject rates are significantly reduced.

Plastic handles, housing parts, covers, suction hoses and lids are conventionally produced
by injection molding or by pressing. It is not always possible to prevent the creation of
sharp-edged burrs, especially at the tool splitting surfaces. The removal of these burrs
before further processing is an important requirement, especially with components of
complex geometry. Infrared radiation heats the surfaces of plastic components in a
contact-free manner and in a matter of seconds, so that the burrs are simply melted away.
Moreover, quartz glass infrared emitters can be shaped to follow the contour of the edges
or burrs and consequently exactly melt away only the burr without damaging the actual
work piece. As a result, the technology is far superior to many conventional methods, as
manual deburring, using special knives or by the application of gas flames, does not
produce consistent results and is time-intensive.
Infrared modules are compact, can be easily integrated in production lines and can be
retro-fitted. Consequently, infrared heating allows in-line deburring and plastic components
can be passed to the next processing stage immediately.
Infrared emitters are matched exactly to the production process. They can heat large
surfaces just as easily as thin edges. Flexible designs allow their use with the most
geometrically complex work pieces and, as infrared emitters can be switched on and off in
a matter of seconds, they save on both energy and operating costs. Deburring, welding or
riveting of plastic components takes place especially efficiently within a few seconds
because the heat is applied exactly where it should be. Infrared emitters offer the
advantage of being able to apply focused heat: heat exactly where it is required and for
only as long as it is required. Consequently, energy is used efficiently, time is saved and,
in the final analysis, production costs are reduced.
Heraeus Noblelight GmbH, with divisions in the USA, Great Britain, France,
China, Australia and Puerto Rico, is one of the technology and market leaders in the
production of specialist light sources. They are to all intents and purposes in the field
business. For this reason alone, you might like to find out more about the company’s
technologies. Their website is at http://www.heraeus-noblelight.com/
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Biology – Hairy Panic Grass

The ‘hairy panic’ grass (Dichanthelium lanuginosum) thrives in the hot soils adjacent to the
hot springs of Yellowstone National Park in the US. Soil temperatures here can reach
50°C. Most plants would literally cook and die in such conditions, but somehow the panic
grass has found a way to become not only tolerant to the heat, but also able to thrive in it.

The secret to the heat tolerance success of the grass was initially thought to be infection
from a mutualistic fungus. However, it now transpires that this tolerance occurs only if the
fungus is itself infected by a virus. Neither the fungus nor the plant alone survive
temperatures above 38°C, but together they can survive temperatures up to 65°C at the
roots. Freezing kills the virus but not the fungus; thus one can test whether the fungus
alone can confer heat tolerance. It cannot.
This is a three-way, mutually friendly living arrangement. The plant shelters the fungus,
the fungus houses the virus and the virus provides the heat resistance to both of the other
two. Such a three-way symbiosis is highly unusual, and in fact this is the first known
example of a plant-fungus collaboration with a third party.
The discovery could provide an interesting spin-off for farmers in, for example, the growing
of tomatoes where improved tolerance to high temperatures could offer significant yearround benefits.
Meanwhile, from a Systematic Innovation perspective, the three-way synergy represents a
Matrix-predicted solution (Principle 5, Merging or Principle 40 Composite Structure) to the
main problem being solved. It is still a pretty big jump from knowing to merge things
together to knowing that a virus would be the right thing to merge though, so perhaps in
this sense, Principle 22 might have also been a useful additional trigger.

Read more about the story from Marquez et al. ‘Virus in a fungus in a plant: three-way
symbiosis required for thermal tolerance’, Science 315:513-515 2007.
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Short Thort

“The catalogue of forms is endless: until every shape has found its city, new cities will continue to
be born. When the forms exhaust their variety and come apart, the end of cities begins.”
Italo Calvino

Numerous scientific researchers have observed that people tend to fall into one of two
categories ‘lumpers’ and ‘splitters’. The terms originally come from taxonomy, where the
classifiers were separated into those who liked to create new taxa because of small
differences (the ‘splitters’) and those who preferred to coalesce categories because of
similarities (the ‘lumpers’). The concept has found wider applicability as knowledge in all
fields expands. Specialists are confined to ever-narrowing domains while generalists
survey the immensity of information in an effort, one hopes, to find higher orders of
structure. It is clear that in the university and intellectual community at the present time,
the splitters are in command and the lumpers are in serious disarray, unable to keep up
with the output of printouts that are generated in such a variety of ways. It is saddening to
witness the loss of status of those engaged in integrative thought, for one sees in it the
fragmentation of scientific and humanistic disciplines. Perhaps this explains why TRIZ – a
fundamentally integrative philosophy – is finding it so difficult to gain a foothold in the
academic community. Ultimately, of course, any time we find ourselves in one of these
lumper or splitter arguments, the answer is neither. Or both. Both because what we have
here is a contradiction that needs to be separated in some way.
LUMP
SPLIT
LUMP
SPLIT
LUMP
SPLIT

News
Busy Year!
Most of this year’s diary has now been committed. At least as far as Darrell’s travels are
concerned. Check out the Experience page on the website for full details of where we will
be and when. Darrell’s average velocity for the year has now been calculated at 30km/h.
Average altitude is about 8metres.
IP Company
As our IP generation and licensing activities continue to grow, we have recently decided to
spin-out a new company in order to make a clear distinction between this and our other
activities. In parallel with this, we have also accepted a directorship in an Ireland-based
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company active in the commercialization of IP in and around the medical devices sector.
More details (and case studies!) in the coming months no doubt.

IP Conference
In keeping with the IP theme, the Malaysia team is happy to announce a conference in
December on the protection of intellectual property. The event is being co-sponsored by
the Malaysian government. More details on the website in the coming weeks as dates and
speakers become finalized.
Chief Innovation Officer Network
Also expect to see details of an event we are co-sponsoring in the UK on 18 October to
help managers with an innovation responsibility to network with others in similar positions.
The event is being held in conjunction with a number of esteemed UK authorities including
the Confederation of British Industry, Department of Trade and Industry and the University
of Central England. Featuring a number of high-profile speakers, the event is designed to
become a regular feature on the UK innovation calendar. In due course, we expect that
the model will be reproduced in other countries with, ultimately if we get it right, a deal of
cross-fertilisation taking place between them all.
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